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The answer is option 2: her father died in an accident. 
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In the AH Chart you see:  

 

 A Kite consisting of: Mercury, Ruler of the 4th (father) in the 12th House of loss, ), sextile 

VX/Neptune and trine… 

 Mars in the 8th House of death trine.. 

 the Moon in the 4th House of father/family/ end of things sextile 

 Vx/Neptune (struck of fate/loss)  

 

 Saturn, Ruler of the 8th AH House, opposite the Ascendant: confrontation with death of 

the father. Saturn being Ruler of the 4th natal House of the father/endings 

 

--- 

 

 

9 Astrologers participated in the Test. 5 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below follow 

their answer in order of receipt. 

 

Matthieu Kaiser (France) 

uses Symbolic Directions 

 

 

In symbolic directions (as measured by the solar arc), we see the Moon’s Nodes’ axis squaring the 

Sun in May 1976.  

Saturn’s last station before the event occurred on March 27, at 26°Cancer i.e., opposed to natal 

Saturn (ruler of the 4th and posited in the 4th), and  square  Venus (almuten of the 4th and the 8th). 

This station was activated by a square from transiting Venus one week after the event.  

On April 29, a solar eclipse occurred at 9°Taurus, in exact opposition to Neptune, and loosely in 

square with Mars (second almuten of the 4th). On May 13, a lunar eclipse occurred at 23°Scorpio, 

squaring Uranus, opposed to the Lot of the Father, and in trine with the Lot of Death. These 

eclipses were not activated by transits near the event, but by the axes of the prevailing Lunar 

Revolution (adjusted for the precession of the equinox): the FC was exactly conjunct to natal 

Neptune i.e., on the said solar eclipse; and the AC was closely conjunct to natal Uranus, and in 

exact square with the lunar eclipse. This month was thus a very moving and probably disturbing 

period for the native.  
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Erika Eilert- Hein (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 

 Ruler of Asc. and IC (father), Mercury, in the 12th House (loss)  sextile  

 Vx and Neptune  
 Mars in 8 (confrontation with death) rules the 11th House (the fathers  

8th  House) opposite Vx and Neptune  

 Saturn cusp 7 (4 from 4) the fathers end, in trine to Uranus cusp 11th   

House,  sudden death  

 the Moon in 4 (family) in sextile to Vx and Neptune 

 

 
 

S.L. Narasimhan (India) 

Method : KCIL  

 

Dasa runnig in date of incident was Jupiter-Moon-Jupiter-Jupiter-Venus.  All these Planets are 

not only source in 4,9,3,,10 and 5 but also significators of these Houses in the Chart. 

 

TRANSIT: Sun Transits over Sun sign Sun Star.  SUN is significator of  4,9,3,10,,5. Moon transits 

in its own star.  Moon not only significator of 4,9,3 10,5 but also Virtual SSL of 5th  House 

(badka). Saturn tansits again in Moon sign Mercury Star.  Mercury is also operates death 

inflicting Houses of her father.  Thus transit and dasa support the event.  

 

VIRTUAL TRANSIT: Mercury is SSL of Progressed chart and Mercury's role is discussed 

above.  Moon's Progressed position also operates 4,9,3,10.  This confirms the event  

 

 
Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Death of the father (8th House from 4th ) = House 11 Aries, Ruler Mars in House 8 
 Mars conjunction cusp 4 Radix (accident and death of the father) 
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Pierre le Gal (France) 

uses western astrology with tertiary progressions 

 

With the tertiary progressions, the event is represented by the following chart : December, 26th 

1961, 14h00 UT, the birth place. This chart works for one lunar month, from September, 8th to 

October, 5th 1976. 

 

The Sun is conjunct  exalted Mars in the 8th House respectively 4° and 1° Capricorn. The Lord of 

the Hour is Venus, at 26° Sagittarius. Venus rules the Ascendant as well. 

 

In the natal chart, Venus is at 29° Aries, in a close conjunction to the Part of Accidents and 

Diseases at 0°25 Taurus, whose formula is : Ascendant + Mars – Saturn and reversed for a 

nocturnal chart.   

 

 

 

 

--- 

 

 

 
A new Test will be posted to the website round and about April 1st. 

Until then! 


